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This casestudy was commissioned by Bill Spee of Cafalo Pty Ltd and written by Townsville based sustainability
consultant, Sandy McCathie of ecoSAVVY (www.ecoSAVVY.com.au). The findings are based upon the information
available to the author as at April 2010. This information included the conceptual design scope, public presentations
and reports, and project management correspondence, as well as personal communications with key people involved in
t
the green / Evolve project.
Particular thanks to the following people for verbal communications contributing to the compilation of this report: Bill
Spee – Director, Cafalo Pty Ltd; Craig McClintock – previously of MGF Consultants Pty Ltd; Greg Bruce – Executive
Manager, Integrated Sustainability Services, Townsville City Council; David Benson – Benson McCormack Architects;
Paul Hotston – Phorm Architecture & Design; Bruce Barratt – Barratt Architects; Ian Cruickshank – Townsville:
Queensland Solar City Project Manager, Ergon Energy.
Cover graphic: Townsville CBD from Castle Hill. Courtesy Kelly Goodbun Photography, ph 07 4772 0960.
The following information sources may also be of interest to readers:






Cafalo’s Website (www.cafalo.com)
greenT: ESD Strategies for a Sustainable Commercial Building. Design Charette Proceedings and Participants’
Output, 8 November 2006, Southbank Convention Centre. Organised by Townsville City Council in partnership
with Cafalo Pty Ltd and The Natural Edge Project. Report prepared by Townsville City Council Environmental
Management Services and The Natural Edge Project. (Report available upon request from Townsville City
Council)
The Townsville Queensland Solar City Website - www.townsvillesolarcity.com.au
The Townsville Solar City Bid Website - www.soe-townsville.org/solarcities
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INTRODUCTION
This report has been commissioned by Cafalo Pty Ltd as
a contribution to the Australian Government’s
Townsville: Queensland Solar City Project.
‘Developing Green in Townsville’s CBD, A Casestudy of
t
the green / Evolve Commercial Building Project 20062010’ documents key aspects of developer Cafalo Pty
Ltd’s journey in their quest to build a leading edge
green commercial building in Townsville, a regional city
in a dry tropical climate zone, between 2006 and 2010.
The purpose of this report is to:
1.

Share the experiences and learnings of the
t
green / Evolve project between 2006 and
2010.

2.

Provide insight into best practice concepts for
commercial building design in tropical
climates, and

3.

Promote action that will break down the
barriers to the construction of new green
commercial buildings.

Note:
t

Initially named green , the project was later (November
2007) renamed Evolve.
Within this document, where information relates to the
project in both its earlier and more recent stages the
t
project is referred to as the green / Evolve project.

Cafalo Pty Ltd Development
Site, Townsville CBD.
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THE PROJECT JOURNEY AN OVERVIEW: 2006 - 2010

2001 - Cafalo Pty Ltd purchases the Buchanan Hotel
site. Adjoining properties are subsequently acquired.

hydraulic services engineer with experience in tropical
climates will be critical to achieving low energy use.
Craig McClintock (then) of MGF Consultants Pty Ltd
joins the design team. Based on Craig’s prior, positive
experiences with technologies identified, developed
and successfully utilised in the 5-star ABGR rated
William McCormack Place building in Cairns, Far North
Queensland, Craig highlights innovative technologies
and important design considerations relevant to
achieving energy efficient buildings in tropical climates.

July 2005 - An Expression of Interest from the
Townsville Solar City consortium is lodged as the first
stage of a multi-step tender process to the Australian
Government’s $94M Solar Cities Program.

April 2006 - The Townsville: Queensland Solar City
consortium submits their detailed business case
t
including the draft design concept for the Cafalo green
project.

December 2005 - As one of 11 shortlisted cities, the
Townsville: Queensland Solar City Consortium is invited
to progress to the second stage of the tender and
submit a detailed business case for proposed
initiatives.

The flagship project of the Townsville: Queensland
Solar City Project is the Ergon Energy coordinated
Magnetic Island Solar Suburb transformation.

1982 - The heritage listed Buchanan Hotel (built in
1903) at 12 Sturt Street, Townsville is gutted by fire.
The building is demolished and the site remains vacant
awaiting redevelopment.

Early 2006 - Cafalo Pty Ltd is approached by Townsville
City Council and agrees to become part of the
Townsville: Queensland Solar City bid.

Cafalo Pty Ltd director, Bill Spee announces his
intention to build a commercial building on the
Buchanan Hotel site that is an exemplar ecologically
t
sustainable development (ESD). The green project’s
public journey towards sustainability begins.
Early 2006 – Draft Design Concept Development
The design process begins with developer Bill Spee and
Townsville architect, Bruce Barrett, then of Architects
North (now Barrett Architecture).
The process is unconventional in that the focus is to
design from first principles a truly tropical climate
appropriate high-rise building that is also an ESD
exemplar.

Sub-projects by developers: Delfin Lend Lease,
Honeycombes Property Group and Cafalo Pty Ltd
propose to incorporate solar energy and energy
efficiency applications into respectively a masterplanned community, residential apartments and a
commercial property development.
Underpinning and strengthening each of the projects
above is the Townsville City Council’s CitiSolar
community capacity building and education program.
In partnership with the CitiSolar sub-project of the
Townsville: Queensland Solar City consortium,
educational ‘learnscapes’ i.e., places where learning is
designed to allow interaction with an environment, are
also envisaged to communicate the achievements of
the building and create a wider community
consciousness for environmentally sustainable ways.
The priority ESD outcomes proposed for the Cafalo Pty
t
Ltd green project are an energy efficient building
design for a tropical climate and a building that is
highly energy efficient in its operation, achieved
through both demand side management and
technology driven efficiencies and supplemented by
solar technology for renewable energy generation.

As is widely recognised for ecologically sustainable
buildings a collaborative, multi-stakeholder design
approach begins to occur.
It quickly becomes apparent that the insights and
suggested approaches of a mechanical, electrical and
Developing ‘Green’ in Townsville’s CBD:
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April 2006 – Draft Design Concept
t

The draft design concept for green focuses on creating
a building with optimum thermal performance and
comfort in a tropical climate.
Key considerations include the building form, scale,
materials, facades, openability and zoning of spaces for
natural or mechanically assisted (air) conditioning.
The draft design concept developed (see graphic
below) is for a low to medium rise mixed use
development incorporating tropical lifestyle, retail,
commercial and residential components.
The scale of the building is limited to enable the use of
light weight wall materials.
Climate responsive design concepts focuses on utilising
shading, landscaping, light shafts, ventilation wells and
the creation of quasi interior spaces that use natural
ventilation to achieve a low energy consumption
building for retail, commercial, carparking and
residential components of the building.
The concept also envisages solar energy generation on
the roof and the selection of energy efficient internal
services to create a highly energy efficient CBD building
model with minimal energy load on the electricity grid.

September 2006 – Acceptance of the Townsville:
Queensland Solar City Bid
The Ergon Energy led consortium is awarded $15
million by the Federal Government to supplement the
partners own investment of $17 million to trial
initiatives that aim to reduce wasteful energy usage,
increase solar energy usage and cut greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 50,000 tonnes.
t

October 2006 – A Vision for green is articulated
With the assistance of the CitiSolar community
education component of the Townsville: Queensland
t
Solar City Project, the green website is established and
t
ESD goals and a vision for the green project are
articulated. See www.cafalo.com
t

The vision for the green /Evolve building is to
showcase design elements that set new standards in
environmental sustainability, imagination and
innovation in a tropical environment.
t

At around this time, the green name is registered as a
trademark.

t

green draft design concept. Courtesy: Architects North
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November 2006 – Design Charette
Townsville City Council via the CitiSolar Community
Capacity Building Program, with sponsorship from
Cafalo Pty Ltd, organises a Design Charette that
enables local and national sustainability advocates to
participate in a workshop that identifies a range of ESD
t
opportunities for the green project.
Community input via the Design Charette created a
wider ownership and good will for the project and built
capacity in the wider community for knowledge of
ecologically sustainable development in the area of
commercial buildings.
Attendees were invited from Townsville City Council’s
CitiSolar education and business network and included
representatives of federal, state and local government,
utilities, business, community/NGO, professional
bodies, education, research and design experts (e.g.
engineering, architecture, planning).
The Design Charette began with a morning program
that sought to inform attendees through a series of
presentations, including:


The framework and concepts of the Townsville:
Queensland Solar City project and concept for the
CBD sustainable building (Townsville City Council);



Provocations for using biomimicry to design
tropical green buildings (The Natural Edge Project);



The experiences of the Department of Public
Works with tropical building design; a discussion of
mechanical / electrical and air-conditioning
technologies and chilled water systems (MGF
Consultants);



Reflections on leading Australian green buildings
including CH2 (Mick Pearce, Design Inc);



Presentation of thematic ESD streams i.e.
sustainable transport, sustainable lifestyle,
sustainable energy, sustainable water (Townsville
City Council)

The afternoon program, included a presentation of the
t
broad design concepts for green (presented by Barratt
Architects and Phorm Architecture & Design), a visit to
the site and a design charette process that utilised a
rotating control group facilitation method to generate
comments on design opportunities for the proposed
building site on six sustainability themes: Liveable

Environment, Urban Ecosystem, Energy Flows, Water
Smart Design, Transport and Resource Management.
An overview of the ideas generated during the Design
Charette are presented in the Community Generated
ESD Concepts section of this report.
A report documenting in detail the Design Charette
proceedings, processes and outputs, greenT: ESD
Strategies for a Sustainable Commercial Building,
Design Charette Proceedings and Participants Output is
available from Townsville City Council upon request.
It is worth noting that it is reasonably unusual for the
developer of a commercial building project to welcome
the input of the wider ‘community’ to a project due to
the risk in raising expectations and then not meeting
those expectations in reality down the track.
The general response however from participants in the
Design Charette was a sense of inspiration that
ecologically sustainable development (ESD) is on the
agenda in Townsville and gratitude at being included in
the process. Participants also benefited from increasing
their own knowledge and understanding of ESD
principles and practices as well as networking with
others interested in ESD.
2007 – Cafalo Pty Ltd director, Bill Spee undertakes site
tours of Australia’s leading green buildings of the time William McCormack Place (Cairns), CH2 and 60L
(Melbourne) and The Bond (Sydney). A number of
other buildings are also visited to view external shade
structures and facades.
During 2007 – A range of studies are undertaken for
t
the green site including geotechnical, site survey, town
planning and traffic investigations.
During 2007 – Concept Consolidation
Consolidation of the design concepts occurs during
2007. The process is led by Townsville architect Bruce
Barrett (Barrett Architects, then of Architects North)
together with Brisbane architect, Paul Hotston (Phorm
Architecture and Design) with the close involvement of
the project developer, Bill Spee.
The project continues to maintain a highly innovative
approach and design concepts continue to step outside
‘glib’ responses to ESD, and provide site specific, yet
flexible ESD solutions.
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The building concept recognises the significance and
predominant scale of the surrounding heritage
buildings, capitalises on the excellent solar/breeze
t
orientation of the green site and incorporates porosity
(and connectivity) into the building form via shaded
arcades and connecting ways, zoning and natural
ventilation and a functional external building fabric to
achieve a practical yet financially realistic tropical
building outcome (i.e., lightweight materials, deep
shading and facades) to produce a highly innovative
tropical building response.
The proposal is for three to five storeys plus an
accommodation level at the Sturt Street end of the
site, and four to six storeys plus accommodation level
at the Flinders Street Mall end.
Carparking is provided over two to three levels ideally
below street level, a retail component over one to two
levels, and a commercial component over two to six
levels.

November 2007 - With a tenant not yet secured,
Sydney architect David Benson of Benson McCormack
and Associates is appointed to the project. The brief is
to examine the design concept and redesign the space
to optimise the commercial return. The project is
provisionally renamed Evolve.
November 2007 to April 2010 – Design Iterations
With a brief to maintain the ESD potential of the
building whilst optimising the commercial
attractiveness of the lettable spaces, Benson
McCormack and Associates produce a series of design
iterations that seek to overcome barriers to the project
moving forward.
Various design iterations are presented to potential
tenants, investors, financiers and joint venture
partners with a view to forwarding the project.
The Evolve iterations have included an assortment of
car-parking configurations; various scales of
development (from 5 to 11 to 20 floors); the option for
staged construction; and designs that demonstrate the
flexibility of the site to meet a range of tenancy
requirements, including the specific brief of major
potential tenants. A submission was also made in
response to a call from energy utility Ergon Energy for a
green commercial building in Townsville.

t

green schematic (red = retail; purple= commercial;
black = service; green = residential)
Courtesy: Phorm Architecture & Design
Due to the excellent views and high yield potential, the
building is capped with approximately ten naturally
ventilated rooftop apartments. The apartments are
surrounded by a roof top garden and the roofs are
optimally oriented to house solar energy generation.
The plans included a variation to replace some of the
retail spaces with additional car-parking in the event
that reduced car-parking provisions are not able to be
negotiated with the local Council.
With a view to securing a tenant and enabling the
building to progress to greater levels of detail the
t
green concept is presented widely to potential
commercial tenants.

An early conceptual view of Evolve.
Courtesy: Benson McCormack & Associates
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Evolve cross-section
Courtesy: Benson McCormack Architects

Early building typologies included a residential
component, but this was later omitted due to the
added complexity of requiring advanced sales prior to
finance approval and the downturn in the global
economy.
The designs typically have included a rooftop or
internal conference facility and function space plus
integration with the adjacent regional art gallery.

Evolve Staged Concept (July 2009)
Courtesy: Benson McCormack Architects
In these iterations the building efficiency, including the
locations of lifts and office space optimisation has been
a focus. The narrow depth of the site, lends itself to
side core construction and this is seen as a great
opportunity to produce a column free space that would
be unprecedented in Townsville, with key benefits
being a floorplate that is extremely flexible and visually
spectactular.
An indicative typology includes (see diagrams above):
two layers of retail, five layers of office space including
conference facilities and underground parking for
commercial on the Sturt Street end of the site. A
second stage of development at Flinders Mall end
could add a highrise retail /residential building.

Existing Flinders Mall frontage of the
t
green /Evolve site adjacent the Perc Tucker
Regional Gallery on right (early 2006)
Photo Courtesy: Townsville City Council
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Mutual benefits envisaged from the integration of a
retrofit of the Perc Tucker Regional Gallery into the
t
development of the green / Evolve site include the
opportunity to improve the utilisation of space on both
sites through complementary interfaces and shared
car-parking and reduce the carbon footprint of the art
gallery through energy efficient retrofitting and
integration of onsite renewable energy generation.

2008 – The ABGR and Green Star Rating process
begins

December 2007 – Strategic workplace advisors, DEGW
join the design team to maximise the commercial value
of the office space to end users.

The ABGR (Australian Building Greenhouse Rating) (ie
Energy Efficiency) rating is intended to be achieved
through investigation, and where appropriate
application, of the following:

In 2008, Cundall ESD Engineers become involved in the
project to monitor and guide the project to achieving
an overall 4.5 star ABGR Rating (An Exceptional
Building) and 5 star Green Star Rating (Australian
Excellence).

The plans include a dedicated floor of conference/
function spaces and up to 1500 square metres per floor
of column free commercial space.
Internal office layouts are designed that are highly
flexible and provide optimal working and learning
environments whilst making the most efficient use of
space.
The optimised interior layouts aim to improve the
value of commercial spaces by improving the ability of
the building to provide working spaces that are: easily
adaptable and reconfigurable, intuitive and accessible,
that have equitable access to natural light, promote
collaborative zones for knowledge sharing and
connectivity throughout (particularly through provision
of a columns free space and side core configuration)
and which through a commitment to sustainability
improves the health and wellbeing of building
occupants.



building massing & orientation;



high performance glazing and facade;



external shading devices optimised for each
facade;



excellent air conditioning systems;



energy monitoring and sub-metering;



energy efficient LED lighting throughout;



cogeneration (to be explored);



small carpark relative to building size;



tenant energy impact to be assessed.

The Green Star Rating would be achieved by:


Significant energy consumption reduction (as
above for ABGR rating)



Potable water consumption reduction
(potentially including greywater recycling &
reuse onsite, water efficient fittings and
fixtures, including waterless urinals; storm
water treatment; reduced flow to sewer)

DEGW Office Optimisation - Zoning Strategy.
Courtesy: DEGW
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Transport providing significant environmental
benefits (potentially including facilities to
encourage cycling, good access to public
transport network).
Management environmental initiatives –
environmental management plan (EMP) and
waste management plan (WMP).
Materials / Internal Environmental Quality
(potentially including use of recycled content
in concrete (TecEco) and steel); reduce
occupant exposure to internal air pollutants
(low volatile organic compounds in paints and
carpets; low emission formaldehyde
composite wood products, carbon dioxide
monitoring and control).

April 2010 – Current Status
A business model to co-locate a 100+ electric vehicle
fleet and charging station in the building with possible
use of the fleet’s batteries to reduce the building’s
peak load is being explored.
Because a tenant for the building has not yet been
found (critical for the project securing finance), the
project has not yet been able to progress past the
concept design stage.
Further investigation of ESD concepts and more
detailed development of the design will occur once a
tenant has been secured.

Concept drawings for
specific end user –
October 2009.
Cafalo Pty Ltd.
Development site,
Townsville CBD cnr. Sturt
and Denham Street.
Graphics courtesy:
Benson McCormack
Architects
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TROPICAL, ENERGY EFFICIENT
& ESD DESIGN CONCEPTS
This section presents energy efficient, tropical design
and ESD design principles and concepts identified for
t
green / Evolve – a proposed mixed use, medium rise
commercial building that is seeking to be an exemplar
in energy efficiency, tropical design and ecologically
sustainable design.
At present due to the project remaining at a
conceptual design stage, only broad principles and
techniques are presented here but once an anchor
tenant for the project is secured and the typology,
configuration and scale of the building become known
then detailed studies of the design techniques,
materials, products and technologies will be pursued.

range and humidity control; use of natural and mixed
mode ventilation models; central chilled water system
using thermal storage enabling chilling of water using
off-peak electricity to shift load; optimised building
design for passive cooling including insulation, shading,
roof gardens, glazing and building reflectance; use of
light colours and shading of high thermal mass
elements to reduce urban heat island effect; real time
building performance data in foyer; smart sensors and
photo-sensors (for light and ventilation control);
energy efficient fixtures, appliances and practices; and
heat recovery.
Note: Further detail available in: greenT: ESD Strategies for a
Sustainable Commercial Building. Design Charette Proceedings and
Participants’ Output, 8 November 2006, Southbank Convention
Centre. Organised by Townsville City Council in partnership with
Cafalo Pty Ltd and The Natural Edge Project. Report prepared by
Townsville City Council Environmental Management Services and The
Natural Edge Project. (Report available from Townsville City Council)

Community Generated ESD
Concepts

These community generated ideas have and continue
t
to inform the ESD attributes of the green / Evolve
project.

During the full day Design Charette that involved local
and national sustainability advocates, an inspired and
diverse range of eco-design ideas were identified for
t
the green / Evolve project.

Key ESD Design Concepts for
greent/Evolve

Concepts included (but were not limited to): providing
healthy work spaces; multi-functionality;
complementary scale and design recognising
surrounding heritage buildings; integration of the
arts/culture; integration of landscaping elements;
internal breezeways; grey-water polishing/reuse;
integration of native or food plants and attraction of
wildlife, e.g. butterflies/birds (rooftop garden); variety
of renewable energy generation, storage and use
options including solar photovoltaics, onsite fuel cells
and urban wind turbines, cogeneration as well as
building elements (including roof design) oriented for
solar capabilities; natural daylighting; integration of
water into interior spaces – flowing/trickling/storage/
cooling functions, i.e. water walls/other; minimised
automobile dependence via improved access to
alternative transport modes /models; resource
efficient material choices for construction and fitout;
onsite composting/vermiculture at commercial scale;
being a net energy provider to the grid.

Orientation and Form
The depth, footprint and orientation of the
t
green /Evolve site are optimal for achieving climate
responsive design in a tropical climate.
The site has a narrow depth (20 metres), elongated
footprint with a long north/north east elevation and
minimal east and west facades. These features enable
the building to achieve excellent natural day-lighting
throughout internal spaces, easy and effective shading
enabling exclusion of direct summer sun and
permission of winter morning sun and excellent access
to prevailing breezes providing opportunities for cross
ventilation (should that be desired).

Particular suggestions in relation to energy demand
management included peak load management; diurnal
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Site orientation: The site has an elongated
footprint with a long north/north east elevation
and minimal east and west facades.

Natural Daylighting
The depth of the floor plate (20 metres) is optimal, as
the general rule for natural daylighting is a maximum
depth of 15 metres from any window. Glare will
however need to be controlled.

Building Side profile: 20 metres.
Graphic courtesy: Benson &
McCormack Architects

Thermal Performance – Tropical Climate
Based on experiences with the 5-star ABGR rated
William McCormack Place commercial building in
Cairns, Far North Queensland, the thermal
performance of buildings in a tropical climate is
highlighted as being even more important than in
southern climates due to the higher proportion of the
building’s overall energy use being attributed to airconditioning, including dehumidification.
Minimising heat gain to the building needs to be
considered in all choices relating to massing and
choice/design of external openings, including glazing
type, the angle / orientation of the glazing and external
and internal shading of glazing.
Critical design considerations for buildings in tropical
climates are identified as:

Developing ‘Green’ in Townsville’s CBD:
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minimising / avoiding solar exposure of glazing
between 8:30am and 5pm;



building sealing / air-tightness; and



insulation of all walls and ceilings to overall
R2.5 (minimum) rating.
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Air-conditioning technologies
Again referencing the 5-star ABGR rated William
McCormack Place commercial building in Cairns, key
points of importance identified in relation to the ‘airconditioning’ of buildings in tropical climates are:


condensation (particularly correct application
of vapour barriers); and



dehumidification of interior air.

The following points are also noted: external air in the
tropics has a very high energy load; many
‘conditioning’ technologies used in southern climates
are not considered effective for buildings in the tropics;
in only having a need for cooling (i.e., no heating is
required) there is considerably less potential for heat
exchange / reuse; and there are limited benefits from
night-time purging of inside air due to the low diurnal
temperature range.
The air-conditioning technology proposed for the
t
green / Evolve building is a central water cooled
chilled water system, with recovered heat used to
preheat hot water for the building.

climate. Also that here is potential to export
this knowledge to others in the Dry Tropical
Zone.

Ceiling Fans
The use of ceiling fans to assist with physiological
cooling for both air-conditioned and non airconditioned spaces is suggested.

Natural Ventilation
t

The opportunity exists, for the green / Evolve to take
advantage of its elongate building footprint (20 metre
depth on the short axis) and include openings and
breezeways that would enable the use of outside air
for natural ventilation of some spaces. This would
enable some zones of the building to be less serviced
by air-conditioning than others and assist in achieving a
more energy efficient building.
t

Natural ventilation opportunities identified for green /
Evolve include:

A raised floor is favoured so subfloor air-conditioning is
possible (sometimes called basement air).



Carparking (two levels) to be naturally
ventilated and include landscaped zones.



Opening up the full length of the north facing
aspect to capture prevailing breezes in a
landscaped light/ventilation well. Note: The
site immediately adjacent and to the north
includes buildings which due to their heritage
listing are capped at a two storey height
meaning that future blocking of northern
light/breezes is not an issue.



A naturally ventilated ‘pedestrian street’
within the building site at ground level with
open air landscaped zones and generous
ceiling heights to retail areas.



Cross ventilation through all residential unit
plans (if included).



Commercial zones to incorporate external and
internal landscaped walks in some zones with
split levels/voids enabling interaction between
retail and commercial spaces and with
prevailing breezes channelled down the northeastern facade and through the building with
warmer air emitted and rising upwards on
leeward side creating a convective current up
the vent well along the south-western facade.

Chilled beam is not considered suitable as due to the
high air pressure within the building, condensation
becomes an issue. Also, the lack of air movement
created limits the physiological cooling response
experienced by occupants entering the building.
Further guidance in relation to (air) conditioning
infrastructure are:


That the investment of just a little bit more
into the project up front to achieve more
energy efficient building outcomes can often
be justified by operational benefits except in
the case of speculative on-selling.



To be mindful of the need to allow for
additional space to house the ESD plant and
also enable future servicing of plant which is
mandatory for retention of the GBCA greenstar rating.



Recognise the unique dry tropical climate of
Townsville as being different to the wet
tropics of Cairns, and that the air-conditioning
t
approach developed for the green /Evolve will
need to be particularly suited to a dry tropical

Developing ‘Green’ in Townsville’s CBD:
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Natural Ventilation Concept Designs.
Graphics courtesy: Architects North

Above: Pedestrian / Ground Level. Green Walk – Retail. A naturally ventilated street within the building.

Above: Upper Levels. Residential / Commercial Precinct. Cross ventilation through apartments, roof top gardens and
also some commercial office spaces. Natural daylighting of offices is also indicated.
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Natural Ventilation (continued)
For the commercial spaces in particular, whilst there is
a desire for openability and natural ventilation it is
unlikely for the vast majority of commercial spaces that
occupants will have the ability to open windows or
doors. This is because natural ventilation of shared
commercial spaces introduces a number of other
considerations that need to be dealt with, some of
which are impractical, due to their impacts on
occupant comfort.
It is probable that a zoned, mechanically ventilated,
dynamic, fully automated, sensor controlled
ventilation/cooling system would be most
commercially acceptable as this system would enable
different cooling ability on the edges that will have
more heat gain.

External Building Fabric
The external fabric of the building has not been fully
explored nor finalised.
In some designs the scale of the building has been
limited to enable the use of light weight wall materials.
Residential construction on the rooftop (if included) is
proposed to have lightweight walls to northeast and
deep shaded outdoor living areas (i.e. verandahs /
patios) and thermal mass in south-west.
Ultimately the building fabric will be determined by
scale.
For spaces with the capability of being air-conditioned,
a high level (minimum R2.5) of wall and ceiling
insulation will be necessary.

Facades
Facade scenarios considered for the building include:




For a medium height building that the external
elevations would consist of insulated
lightweight construction in combination with
deep verandah spaces and dense operable or
ornate fixed screens, insulating the mass
within.
For both key street frontages (i.e. east and
west facing), dense operable screenings are
proposed to block horizontal sun loadings with
human interaction redirected to the green
walk interface (ie internally within the
building) at both the street and retail levels.



Alternately, a heavy masonry facade could be
provided at both the east and western ends in
reference to the heritage buildings adjacent,
and a heritage skirt on to Denham Street.



For the south-western elevation, the
conditioned building within would be shaded
from the afternoon heat-load by a low
thermal mass service wall offset from the
building that would also function as a thermal
chimney enhancing the release of warmer air
from the building.



For areas that include openability, a green
facade / verandah on the northern elevation
would provide a passively controlled
intermediate zone that is also a climatic
filter/buffer to commercial spaces inside. If
the buildings are fully conditioned however, it
is unlikely that green facades would be
incorporated.

Glazing
It is acknowledged that external facades would
predominantly not be glazed.
For the north and south sides of the building, there
would however need to be a lot of glass (for natural
day-lighting). There has been some experimentation
with alignment of the glass to reduce heat gain.
Internal blinds where heat trapped in the cavity
between the glass and the blind is ducted to exhaust
heat may also be considered.

Green Roof
Considered the fifth elevation of a building, a green
rooftop, planted with trees / plants and irrigated with
greywater (and designed for active meeting spaces) is
considered a significant asset to the building as the site
has great views and Townsville a balmy climate.
The incorporation of an active rooftop would work in
with plans to relocate plant at each floor level
conditioning the building in zones rather than in a
centralised plant on the roof.

Green Walk – Retail
A naturally day-lit, quasi indoor/outdoor, green walled
street level retail experience linking Sturt Street and
Flinders Mall is envisaged.
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A green walk is proposed along the entire north/north
eastern side of the building at street level and
extending upwards over two levels adjacent to retail
spaces. The green walk is a pedestrian connector both
within and through the complex based on the linking of
three courtyard spaces in a semi-enclosed, passively
managed public space that incorporates landscaped
walls and edges (including trees), and some natural
day-lighting and is designed to create a cool, low
energy ‘semi-internal’ microclimate in a tropical
climate.

Overall the building will seek to combine a selection of
energy efficient internal services with a building form
that has exceptional thermal performance to achieve a
highly energy efficient CBD building model with
minimal energy load on the electricity grid.

Renewable Energy Generation & Carbon
Offsetting
Other Energy Efficient ESD requirements
t
recommended for the green / Evolve building are:

The commercial precinct could also incorporate an
external and internal landscaped ‘walk’ involving split
levels and voids to encourage interactive
retail/commercial spaces.



rooftop demonstration of on-site solar power
generation, and



off-setting carbon associated with the running
of the building (to achieve a carbon neutral
building).

Demand Management

Electric Car Charging Station

Recognising the implications of climate change and
projected limitations on energy supply and distribution
capacity, demand management approaches to energy
efficiency are identified as a priority approach for
t
green / Evolve.

The potential to incorporate into the building a 100+
electric vehicle fleet and charging station with the
potential for the fleet’s vehicles batteries to be utilised
to reduce the building’s peak load draw from the
electricity grid is being considered. This would be
developed as a separate business model.

In relation to demand management, North Queensland
energy utility Ergon Energy’s guidance to the project is
that the building should seek to reduce its load on the
electricity network – not only at peak but at any time
of day.

See the Carparking section in Commercial Realities for
more detail on sustainable transportation
t
opportunities proposed for green / Evolve.

Particular demand management techniques identified
include:


maximum use of natural day-lighting



high efficiency light fitting and lamps –
including a preference for LED lighting,



zoned lighting control



occupancy based lighting control through
systems integration.

A building management system is proposed to control,
measure and monitor all electronic building functions,
linked to live internet interfaces.
As a sub-project of the Federal Government supported
Townsville: Queensland Solar City Project it is proposed
that the building incorporate educational ‘learnscapes’
i.e., places where learning is designed to allow
interaction with an environment, to promote the
presence of energy efficient and solar technologies
demonstrated in the building to the wider community.
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COMMERCIAL REALITIES
The Commercial Realities section seeks to describe
some of the regulatory, project management, financial
and commercial opportunities, barriers and learnings
t
experienced by the green / Evolve project.

Historical Overview of High Rise
Construction in Townsville
Since 2000, Townsville’s CBD has experienced a major
surge in residential high-rise construction resulting in a
significant increase in residential apartments as well as
a number of new hotels.
The most recent new commercial high rise building in
Townsville’s CBD however is the Taxation Building,
completed in 1992, eighteen years ago.
The majority of high rise commercial buildings in
Townsville have been built by either the State or
Federal Government.

Demand for Quality Commercial
Space
It is well recognised that there is a lack of quality
commercial space in the Townsville CBD, also that
growth in the commercial workforce in the Townsville
CBD would enhance the prosperity of the Townsville
inner city with flow on effects to the city as a whole.

Prime CBD Location
t

The green / Evolve site consists of 2535 square metres
of developable land.
The site includes the historically significant Buchanan
Hotel site at 12 Sturt Street, which has been vacant
since 1982 and four adjacent properties also owned by
Cafalo Pty Ltd.
The site is excellently located in the Townsville CBD
forming a connection between the upgraded Flinders
Street Mall retail shopping precinct, the Sturt Street
business district and the Denham Street boutique
shopping precinct.
The site is surrounded by some of Townsville’s most
iconic heritage buildings and has views of the Ross
River, the Flinders Street East heritage precinct and at
height to Magnetic Island and the Coral Sea.
A prominent and highly visible site, the site has the
potential to be developed as an iconic landmark entry
to the city.

The Developer
The director and 100% stakeholder of Cafalo Pty Ltd is
Sydney based Bill Spee.
Bill purchased the parcels of land over several years
with a view to developing the site as a legacy to
Townsville.
The development of the site represents a major
investment for Cafalo but due to Bill’s strong personal
ties to the region he is determined to do the ‘right
thing’ in relation to the development of the site.
Specifically, Bill is determined that the site be
developed as a landmark, commercial building that is
also a beacon of sustainability for the city.
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Business Philosophy
Despite pressure from some quarters, from concept,
Cafalo Pty Ltd has been adamant that the building
achieve a high standard including from an ecoperspective.
Further, Cafalo Pty Ltd is convinced that adopting
green principles is a good way to develop including
from a commercial point of view.
Significantly, Cafalo Pty Ltd is prepared to fully
accommodate the tenant’s wishes so as to achieve the
highest ESD outcomes commercially possible for the
site.
Because of this, Cafalo Pty Ltd consider themselves to
be the developer of choice for a tenant seeking to
develop a customised ESD building in Townsville’s CBD.
The challenge for the project is “to see how far a
developer can go to producing a leading ESD building
purely on a commercial basis”.
The further challenge is to seek to do this in a regional
city with a tropical climate zone.

Typology
t

The typology proposed for the green / Evolve building
is a mix of commercial, retail and carparking.
t
Earlier versions of green / Evolve also included a
residential component on the top floor. This residential
component – which would have returned higher yields
was removed in later iterations to improve the
attractiveness of the project to potential investors. The
removal of the residential component eliminates
potential delays in commencement arising from the
need to secure residential pre-sales prior to finance
approval for the building.

Planning Approval
With a goal of maintaining maximum design flexibility,
Cafalo Pty Ltd has not yet submitted a Development
Application for the site.
From the outside the decision not to submit a
Development Application may appear as a lack of
confidence in the project, but in reality from Cafalo Pty
Ltd’s perspective it is about avoiding waste (avoiding a
future resubmission if changes to the design typology

are subsequently made) and giving the future tenant a
say in the design of the building that they will
ultimately inhabit, including the building scale.
A question...Providing the prospective future tenants
with the opportunity to influence the
scale/design/layout/ESD features of the building – A
help or hindrance to the project becoming a reality?

Building Scale
The scale of the building has not yet been finalised.
The total developable area for the combined sites is
2535 square metres, or 1000 square metres (if only the
presently vacant Buchanan Hotel site is developed).
The building envelope control for buildings in the
Townsville CBD is 20 storeys.
The limitation on the lettable commercial area (ie FSA
allocation or FSR (floor space ratio)) of 6:1 limits the
scale of development on the site (if developed
primarily as commercial space) to an effective
maximum of 6,000 square metres, equating to six
storeys (if only the Buchanan Site, 1000 square metres
is developed) or fifteen storeys (if the combined site is
developed).
Essentially the gross floor area envisaged ranges
upwards from 2,500 square metres depending upon
development scale and configurations.

Car Parking
The local government requirement for developers in
Townsville to provide a high level of onsite carparking
is a major barrier to commercial projects in Townsville
going ahead.
The issue is exacerbated as the option to make
financial contributions to offset onsite carparking is
discouraged.
The local government carparking requirement for
commercial office space in Townsville’s CBD in 2009
was 1:30 (1 carpark per 30 sqm of lettable space).
With each single carpark typically requiring an area of
30 sqm of floor area plus additional allocation for car
movements, the impact on a commercial building is a
greater than a 1:1 ratio of carparking area to
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commercial GFA (gross floor area). In other words,
more half of the area of a high commercial building
must be allocated as carparking.
Note: In Sydney where the Council there actually
looking to achieve less cars in the CBD, the carparking
ratio is 1:80 sqm and developers are encouraged to
make financial contributions towards public parking.
t

The impact on the green / Evolve project of having to
dedicate a significant number of floors to carparking is
substantial and includes:
a)

reduced ability to provide the proposed
retail/public link at street / lower ground
levels. (Note: Castle Hill rock at depth)

b) increased construction costs per GFA
c)

at odds with the desires of green tenants who
because of their existing green culture have
reduced carparking requirements

d) a penalty in the green-star rating achievable
for the building due to the large number of
carparking allocations required
With a view to reducing the impost of the carparking
requirements on the project, the Council has been
approached on a number of occasions to explore
alternatives.
Options discussed have included:


various car stacking requirements (with the
added benefit of reducing mechanical
ventilation requirements for some floors),



promotion of carpooling and public transport,



preferred parking for certain vehicle types e.g.
bicycles, scooters, smaller/smart cars,
providing a shared (potentially solar charged)
electric car fleet for tenants,



providing an (electric) minibus to shuttle
tenants and visitors between key CBD
locations including outlying carparking
stations,



merging the site with neighbouring premises
of lower carparking ratios,



integrating an electric vehicle charging station
/ leasing depot into the development to
provide a win-win situation, enabling a
substantial test site for the city as well as a
justification for a reduced car-parking
allocation.

There is a real need for there to be more strategic
development, growth and transport planning by local
government for Townsville’s CBD and the city as a
whole.
The lack of public / shared transportation options for
workers in the Townsville CBD and the onus on building
owners to allocate large areas for private car parking
are particular issues.

ESD: A Multi-Stakeholder
Approach
It is widely recognised that an ecologically sustainable
development (ESD) approach to building requires a
collaborative, multi-stakeholder design approach.
The Solar Cities structure promoted a collaborative
approach to defining the scope and ESD design
concepts for the project. The additional cost for this
effort was partially born in this case by the Solar Cities
Project as well as by project team members working in
kind to assist the project in moving forward.
As time has gone on the cost impost of using multiple
consultants during multiple design reiterations,
particularly over a long period of time, becomes
prohibitive and has prevented most recent design
iterations from benefitting from a multi-stakeholder
design approach.
The project however fully intends to fulfil on its ESD
goals once the project is financed.

Finance
Cafalo Pty Ltd owns the land and buildings on the
t
green / Evolve site and prefers to be the sole
developer but requires finance to develop.
Access to finance depends upon the developer being
able to secure a legal commitment from a long term
tenant confirming future occupancy (and therefore
guaranteed rental income).
The inability to secure a long term anchor tenant to
t
date has been THE major barrier to the green / Evolve
project achieving finance and going ahead.
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Demand for Green Commercial
Tenancies
The business case for Cafalo Pty Ltd pursuing a green
building in Townsville is based on the understanding
that government agencies across Australia are required
by legislation to occupy green premises by 2011.
Commencing in September 2006, the Australian
Government’s Energy Efficiency in Government
Operations Policy (EEGO) has required that new
government buildings and tenancies meet a minimum
of 4.5 star Australian Building Greenhouse Rating
(ABGR) with departmental portfolio targets to be met
by the 2011-2012 financial year.
Note: ABGR is different to the Green Building Council of
Australia’s Green Star ratings. The Australian Building
Greenhouse Rating (ABGR) Scheme, also known as
NABERS Office Energy, measures the actual
performance of a building in use.
t

Specifically, it was believed that if the green /Evolve
building could achieve a 4 ½ or 5-star ABGR then the
project would be able to attract a government tenant
and the project would be able to proceed.
The reality however at April 2010 is that, Government
tenancies in Townsville are unlikely to meet the 4.5
star ABGR standard and as yet there appears little
demand from government tenants looking to upgrade
to green premises.
At a national level, over the past several years there
has been a strong emergence in demand for green
premises.
Largely this has been driven by the private sector in
part due to their desire be recognised for their green
decision making based on the premises they occupy.
Another key commercial benefits driving demand for
green buildings/office/working environments in the
private sector is for ‘retaining’ staff.
For companies that also own their buildings, there is a
strong desire to future proof their buildings.
In Townsville, the emergence of a demand for green
commercial tenancies high-rise or other is only
beginning.

In Townsville, there are also very few private
commercial tenants capable of occupying sufficiently
large areas of commercial space to satisfy banks
lending finance for developments.

Green Building Benefits
When Cafalo director, Bill Spee visited green buildings
in the preliminary planning stages, he asked the
tenants of these green buildings, “Is it a good
building?”, the tenants were clear, “YES – absolutely.”
Green tenancy benefits were stated as including overall
ongoing cost advantages, achieved directly, e.g.
through reduced overheads such as electricity bills, and
indirectly such as corporate savings from reduced
absenteeism, improved productivity and improved
staff retention.
To date however convincing prospective tenants of the
quantifiable cost savings of green building occupancy
has not yet been sufficient to secure a tenant.

Innovation Risk
The difficulty in communicating green building benefits
arises due to the limited availability of properly
obtained monitoring data and formal compilation and
analysis of feedback on tenant benefits achieved for
any given building. Further because new green
buildings are innovative and to a limited extent
experimental, the performance, effectiveness and
occupancy experience of tenants of the new building
are unknown and may be different from expectations.
Concern about the risks associated with the more
radical / less tested design elements is potentially a
barrier to the project maintaining a high level of
innovation in some areas e.g., tropical building design.
A lack of ESD exemplar building performance data is a
major barrier to the replication and/or provision of
innovative building responses.
The bottom line is that the risk to the anchor tenants of
new green buildings is high. Furthermore, to assist
developers in securing finance to enable the building to
proceed the initial anchor tenants are required to
commit to paying premium rents on long term leases
(e.g., 10 years) with a high degree of uncertainty on the
value of ongoing (direct and indirect) financial benefits
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that they will received as a result of occupying a ‘green’
building.
Anchor tenant’s financial exposure in committing to
occupy new green buildings is high and is perceived as
a key deterrent to potential green tenants.

Tropical ESD Exemplar



PWC (Power & Water Corporation)
Redevelopment – Stage 2 – new office
building, completed 2009, 4 star Green Star.



The Australian Tropical Sciences and
Innovation Precinct, Townsville – A joint
venture between JCU and CSIRO, currently
under construction aiming for 5-star Green
Star rating (but not yet confirmed).

The advancement nationally of the green building
t
industry over the four years since the green /Evolve
project was conceived has been substantial and
includes a much higher awareness of the attributes
required of green buildings.

Despite the passing of time, the challenge for the
t
green / Evolve project remains one of being a pioneer
for green buildings in Australia. Specifically high rise,
commercial buildings in the tropical (climate) zone.

The Green Building Council of Australia’s (GBCA’s) suite
of green building design tools has matured and
expanded such that new buildings today are less
discovering ‘what’ objectives need to be fulfilled to
make a building green but rather ‘how’ to most
effectively achieve that. Increasingly casestudies of
other green buildings show the way.

Premium Rental

As at October 2009, 11% of Australia’s commercial CBD
office buildings were Green Star Certified. In total there
were 192 certified Green Star projects completed
around Australia, 44 of which were in Queensland (the
vast majority in South-east Queensland). These figures
are rising rapidly.
With a ratings scale of four star – best practice, five
stars – Australian Excellence and six stars World
Leadership in environmentally sustainable design
and/or construction, the GBCA’s Green Star ratings
measure the performance of the building at design or
construction stage.
A 5-star (GBCA) Green Star rating standard is currently
t
proposed for the green / Evolve project.
Presently, there are only three Green Star recognised
green commercial buildings in tropical Australia. These
are:


EPA building, William McCormack Place –
office building, new, completed in 2002, 5 star
Green Star



135 Abbott Street Cairns – office building
refurbishment, completed in 2009, 4 star
Green Star

The additional capital investment involved in creating a
green building, necessitates higher rental yields.
The developer, Cafalo Pty Ltd’s perspective is that it is
important that the tenant not only care about the
buildings ESD outcomes but contribute to covering the
buildings up-front costs via higher rental premiums –
enabling the higher cost of integrating ESD to be
shared between the developer and the tenant who
ultimately benefits from that additional expenditure.
In 2007/2008, quantity surveyors estimated that a
t
5000sqm gross floor area green / Evolve building
would necessitate a rental return of approximately
$390-$400 per sqm, allowing for an estimated 30%
higher total construction cost to build a leading edge
green building compared to a ‘standard’ building.
In 2009, commercial spaces in a proposed new green
building in Townsville were being offered at a $450$500 per sqm rate.
Both of these rental rates are considerably higher than
the standard premium rental rate in Townsville which
in 2009 is around $300 (gross) per sqm.
It is believed that potential tenants were significantly
deterred by the premium rents required and
unconvinced by suggested savings in total occupancy
outgoings (e.g., from reduced building operational
costs and improved human resource efficiencies)
because these savings were not quantified.
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Role of Government - Investment
in New Green Buildings
Despite the requirement for Government agencies to
occupy 4.5 star ABGR buildings by 2011, and regardless
of the fact that existing commercial buildings do not
presently meet the 4.5 star ABGR standard, the general
approach being taken by Government, as experienced
t
by the green / Evolve project is that Government
agencies are not interested in committing to taking
tenancies in new (yet to be built) commercial buildings.

of forecasts about the size of the commercial
space that their department will require in the
future (e.g., including in 2 years time)


The learnings for Government’s wishing to promote
the development of new green commercial buildings
are:

Note: The tenancies would typically require a lead time
of two years prior to their availability given that
securing of a tenant is a pre-requirement to a private
developer securing finance to commence construction.



The current management of government
tenancies (ie which allows only short lead
times prior to occupancy) is not assisting the
private development sector to build new
green premises.



There is a need for Government to revise their
budgeting, leasing and procurement processes
if they wish to facilitate the construction of
new green buildings, rather than the
retrofitting of existing buildings which is
favoured by the present processes.



Developers would be assisted in meeting the
Government’s leasing requirements if
Government’s (green) tenancy needs were
coordinated across government.

t

The barriers identified by green / Evolve project as
limiting the role of Government agencies to support
the development of new green commercial buildings
include that, Government agencies:


Are reluctant/unable to commit to leases two
(2) years prior to occupancy.



Prefer to consider their tenancy options with
short lead times prior to occupancy (which
limits their tenancy choices to existing
building stock).



Are unable to access funds to enter into joint
ventures to develop new green commercial
buildings. Even to the extent that this
contribution of funds to the project would
enable a higher standard of building to be
built.









Economic Cycles
The impact of the slowing down of both the global and
t
local economy on the green / Evolve project includes
the following:

Are more likely to be able to access funds to
contribute to the retrofitting of the buildings
they are occupying in order to achieve a 4.5
ABGR rating.
Seem to lack coordination within government
in relation to the tenancy requirements of
individual agencies in relation to their
transitioning to 4.5 star ABGR rated premises.
Are influenced by economic and election
cycles in their decision making e.g., as a result
of the global economic downturn of
2008/2009 the timing was politically
unfavourable for government to announce a
landmark new building.
Experience budget cuts at short notice that
affect staff numbers and reduce the certainty

Are hesitant to take up a direct approach from
an altruistic developer and enter into an
agreement to develop a customised (green)
building without going to an open tender, due
to probity concerns.



developers having more difficulty in accessing
finance



a reduction in the forecast capital valuation of
the completed asset and also reduced
projections of rental returns



a reduction in demand for new commercial
spaces from government and corporate
tenants (as a result of budget cuts and
reduced business prosperity)



a reduction in projected sub-contractor fees
and therefore a reduction in overall
construction costs
t

The green / Evolve experience is that the
commencement of development was delayed during
the period when the economy was strong (boom
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times) due to the higher risk and lower profit margins
associated with higher contractor and therefore higher
overall construction costs. In the downturn
construction commencing was limited by a lack of
interested tenants and difficulty in accessing finance.
The consequence is that regardless of the economic
cycle, new commercial high rise development (green or
otherwise) is unlikely to occur without financial
support from some source.
Further, the most financially economical and low risk
time for a developer to construct new commercial
buildings is during a slower economy.
If new commercial buildings (green or otherwise) are to
be built by the private sector, incentives and/or
intervention from governments or financiers is
required, especially during slower economic times.

Request for Improved Lending
Conditions
Cafalo Pty Ltd is aware of the need for a green building
to have adequate capital available to complete all
aspects of the project and in particular to follow
through on green building commitments.
As part of discussions to raise finance, the bank was
approached for improved financial terms based on the
future proofed design and enhanced quality of the
building through the very conscious application of ESD
principles and the likelihood that the building would
secure premium tenants and experience reduced
vacancy and fit-out expenses as a result.

been complicated by the ongoing flexibility of the
project (decisions on the design, materials, and
technologies that will be adopted have not been
finalised) and the ongoing conceptual status of the
project . Both of these have resulted in ongoing
ambiguity about the form, function and ESD inclusions
that will be incorporated in the finished building and
also in estimating the total investment / build cost.

Staged Development
Another strategy taken to improve the ability to access
sufficient finance has been to reconfigure the designs
as a staged development. From a developers
perspective though, this is unfavourable as the
development would be likely become smaller in scale,
more fragmented, less iconic, and the probability is
increased that the full site would not be developed in
the short term (i.e., within the next 10 years). There
would also be limited access for future construction on
the remaining site.

Opportunity to Sell
The opportunity to sell the site, has presented itself on
several occasions, particularly prior to the financial
downturn (late 2008). Post global financial downturn,
these offers have slowed but still occasionally arise.
Some potential buyers have been attracted to the site
because it is part of the Townsville: Queensland Solar
Cities Program, however, the more likely outcome to
date is that if sold, the site would be developed to
provide car-parking for the city rather than as a green
commercial building.

Joint Venture
A joint venture partner has been actively sought for the
t
green / Evolve project primarily to provide additional
funds to the project, but also to add construction
experience to the development team.
Typically, however joint venture partners interested in
the site have been unappealing as they have wanted
more than a 50% share and therefore control of the
project but with only a limited commitment to best
practice green building practices.
It is possible that efforts to form joint venture
partnerships (or definitive lease agreements) have
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SUMMARY
t

community about the potential for green commercial
buildings and this in itself is making a difference.

The story of green / Evolve is worth sharing.
Despite having not yet progressed beyond design
t
concept stage, the green / Evolve commercial building
project remains a highrise ESD exemplar for tropical
Australia.
With an unconventional concept design process the
t
green / Evolve project is designing from first
principles, a commercial high rise building that
thermally is optimal for Townsville’s dry tropical
climate and that together with other design elements
will be an exceptionally energy efficient building.
t

The green / Evolve project journey over the last four
years also provides an insightful window into the
frustrations and barriers facing commercial high
developers. Notably the protracted and as yet
unfruitful process that green developers face in
securing a suitable (anchor) tenant and adequate
finance.
It is hoped that in being documented here, that the
t
experiences and insights of the green / Evolve project
will lead to actions being taken that will make the
construction of new green commercial buildings in the
tropics (and elsewhere) more likely.

The bar has been shifted and there is now established
a serious discussion amongst developers and the
development community in the region as to whether
other new commercial buildings in Townsville would
also need to provide at least some green building
benefits, particularly addressing energy consumption.
The project is also an Australian leader in tropical
commercial building design, particularly with a view to
achieving a highly energy efficient outcome.
t

Key tropical design criteria identified for green /
Evolve include optimal site orientation and form,
design for natural day-lighting, the use of natural
ventilation where possible including quasi indoor
outdoor spaces with facilitated air movement /
ventilation wells, facades for shading of massing and
glazing, the importance of condensation barriers and
dehumidification of interior air, central water cooled
chilled water, sub-floor delivered air-conditioning, the
use of green rooves, walls and facades, as well as
demand side energy management and carbon
offsetting to complement onsite renewable energy
generation.

Particular factors that have impacted on the progress
t
of the green / Evolve project to date have been:
insufficient access to finance, the lack of availability of
a suitable tenant, prohibitive onsite carparking
requirements, tenant uncertainty on the benefits
(financial or otherwise) of innovative design
approaches on building outcomes, the perceived (?)
risk of being an anchor tenant for a new green
commercial building, and the inability for Government
agencies requiring green premises to facilitate the
construction of new commercial buildings.
Despite all this however, and the project developer’s
expenditure to date of in excess of $300,000
forwarding the project, the project has not backed
down on its green stance to get the development
across the line. In fact, the act of holding on to its
green vision of developing a truly green commercial
t
building, the green / Evolve project has caused there
to be an ongoing conversation in the Townsville
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